Spinning for animal and letter learning fun!

Parent Guide & Instructions
This guide contains important information. Please keep it for future reference.

Spin for animal and letter learning fun!

Fun next steps on your child’s path to learning!

From exploring letters and animals with abc Spinamals...

Poppin’ Play Piano™
12-36 months

Letter Factory Phonics™
2 years+

...to reading discoveries with Tag Junior!

Tag™ Junior book pal™
1-4 years

Get more ideas to support your child’s learning at:
leapfrog.com/learningpath

Spin for animal and letter learning fun!

Products sold separately, and may not be available in all countries. Actual products may vary.

Register your product online!

Share the Learning

Visit leapfrog.com/learningpath
to see the skills your child is exploring during play.

Share your special learning moments!
Like us at facebook.com/leapfrog
The leapfrog Learning Path is not available in all countries.

You can also sign up to receive learning progress updates, articles, product news and special offers from LeapFrog.

leapfrog.com

The LeapFrog® Learning Path is not available in all countries.
In Animal mode, children can learn about animal names as they see the matching letter shapes.

In Letter mode, children can hear the letter sounds.

Pressing the sun and spinning the letter/volume switch will change the batteries.

Animal names that correspond with the letter wheel help build motor skills.

The abc SPINAMALS toy will turn off automatically after a period of inactivity. You can wake it up again by switching the Off-Low-High volume switch to turn the letter/volume switch to Low-High.

To reset the device by removing and reinstalling the batteries.

• Install new batteries
• Clean battery contacts by rubbing lightly with a soft eraser
• Remove batteries and put them back in
• Make sure battery cover is securely attached
• Make sure batteries are correctly installed
• Make sure the OFF/Low/High volume switch is not in the OFF position

The unit may malfunction if subjected to radio-frequency interference. It should revert to normal operation when the interference is removed.

NOTE:
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
• Increase the distance between the equipment and receiver.
• Consult the manufacturer of the radio/TV receiver for help.

The unit is intended for general household use and is not intended to be used in commercial or business environments.

• Install new batteries
• Clean battery contacts

The batteries are not rechargeable and should not be exposed to fire, short-circuit the supply terminals.

• Do not use damaged batteries.
• Do not expose the batteries to water or moisture.
• Do not expose the batteries to liquid or moisture.
• Do not use the batteries if they have been damaged.
• Do not use batteries that have been damaged.
• Do not use batteries that have been damaged.
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